COMMUNICATION BETWEEN REACT NATIVE MOBILE APPLICATIONS AND BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY DEVICES

Today, smartphones are essential for communication, info access, and work flexibility. They integrate with various devices like fitness trackers, enabling health monitoring and home automation. This sync, often via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) tech, conserves energy and expands smartphone functions. Meanwhile, React Native is an optimal choice for cross-platform software development. These technologies facilitate efficient wireless interaction between smartphones and other smart devices. This research is focused on the overview of these technologies and dedicated React Native tools for BLE interaction handling.
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Problem’s Formulation

Software development for mobile devices does not lose its relevance, but only gains momentum in its development. The toolkit is becoming more extensive, and an increasing number of technologies for creating such software are emerging. Among the available solutions, React Native occupies a significant position. It is an open platform for mobile application development that allows the creation of cross-platform applications, i.e., those that are compatible with multiple operating systems. Researching and using such tools is important because of the efficiency they provide. In particular, the primary advantage is that the same code can be utilized to develop applications for both the Android and iOS platforms, with the objective of incorporating as much of the common code as possible. Consequently, the support and maintenance of the software are also simplified.

As the prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT) devices in everyday life continues to grow, there is a pressing need to develop software that ensures seamless and efficient wireless interaction between these devices and mobile applications on smartphones. In this regard, it is crucial to conduct a comprehensive examination of the available solutions and tools in the context of React Native technology and Bluetooth Low Energy devices, their interaction, and the potential for communication between them.

Thus, it is important to study the available solutions and tools in terms of React Native technology and devices with Bluetooth Low Energy support, their interaction and the possibility of communication between them.

Analysis of recent research and publications

The problems of using Bluetooth Low Energy and the implementation of interaction between devices are considered in the materials of A. Pakula and E. Palamarchuk [1], the review of the technology is made from the point of view of the Android operating system and the available support of this system for this type of wireless communication.

In the article by A. Ozerchuk [2], the Bluetooth Low Energy technology, its main components, energy efficiency issues, and the method of communication between devices that support this technology are considered in more detail.

Nevertheless, the study of such integration from the perspective of different mobile platforms and React Native technology is not yet sufficiently covered. There is a need for a more in-depth analysis of how React Native interacts with Bluetooth functionality on iOS and Android platforms, particularly in the use of their Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In addition, it is important to identify which BLE features can be effectively used with React Native, as well as the challenges that arise when developing cross-platform applications using this technology.

Formulation of the study purpose

The objective of this research is to examine the efficacy of software tools for establishing a wireless connection between React Native mobile applications and Bluetooth Low Energy-enabled smart devices.

Presenting main material

It is crucial to begin by defining the primary objective of utilizing React Native as a mobile development tool instead of traditional methods, such as those employed in native mobile application development.

Native mobile application development is a conventional approach to creating applications that employ the programming language and software architecture of the platform, or operating system, to develop a code base that is then compiled into native applications compatible with a single platform. Although this methodology has been employed since the advent of smartphones, the tools and technologies have evolved over time. For Android, the principal programming language was previously Java or C++, but since 2017, Android has also supported the comparatively more recent and more flexible Kotlin language. In turn, Objective-C was the sole language for iOS development until 2014, when Apple introduced its Swift programming language for developers [3].
Developing native apps not only forces developers to learn and use separate programming languages for each operating system, but also encourages them to use the recommended software architecture of each platform. For iOS, the recommended architecture is Model-View-Controller (MVC), while Android applications typically use the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) architecture. As a result, the codebases of native applications have very little in common with each other. Consequently, knowledge of one codebase provides only limited insight into the other.

The strongest argument for the power of native mobile app development is user experience and speed reaction. Because developers write native code, they can use the platform’s APIs (application programming interfaces) and support libraries, and create user interface mockups using specific and optimized interface components provided by the platform. As a result, with the help of these technologies it is possible to achieve the best results in terms of optimization, speed and user experience.

The main problem in the development of native applications is, of course, separate code bases. Developing the same application for multiple platforms requires knowledge of platform-specific development methods and technologies. Developing and maintaining native mobile apps for multiple platforms is comparable to running multiple separate software projects simultaneously, often requiring more developers and other project personnel than a single app project. As the number of supported platforms increases, the cost and effort of development and subsequent support and maintenance also rise.

To solve this problem, cross-platform development tools were created. Cross-platform frameworks allow developers to write source code in a common programming language, which is then compiled into native binaries for each platform using a cross-compiler. The main job of the cross-compiler is to specify which native UI components and platform features to use. An app developed using a cross-platform framework can have a very close user experience to a full native mobile app, but there are exceptions.

The main advantages of cross-platform frameworks are performance and user experience. The user interface is displayed on every device using native components, so the app will look native if the developers take into account the design features of the specific platform. While no cross-platform framework can fully compete with the speed of full native apps, tests and research show that such frameworks are optimized enough to match the level of apps built with native tools in the vast majority of use cases.

One of these frameworks is React Native, which has proven itself as one of the most stable and optimal tools for creating cross-platform software for mobile devices.

React Native is an open source software created by Facebook that allows developers to create mobile applications using JavaScript and React. The main idea behind React Native is to allow developers to create mobile applications using the same principles as for web development with React, but with the ability to deploy on iOS and Android platforms [3].

One of the main advantages is also that React Native takes a declarative approach to user interface development. Developers describe what the interface should look like in different states, and React Native automatically manages to update the display when the app state changes. This simplifies software development and maintenance.

Additionally, React Native has a large developer community that is constantly growing. This means that developers can easily find solutions to their problems, consult and share experiences with other community members. In turn, the presence of such a large and active community contributes to the existence and further development of a wide range of third-party libraries and modules available for React Native. This allows developers to easily and quickly integrate various features and functionality into their applications without having to build everything from scratch.

In order to understand how the framework can interact with Bluetooth Low Energy technology and communicate with other devices wirelessly, it is necessary to have an idea about the general framework architecture.

The React Native architecture includes several core components, including a JavaScript virtual machine, a React Native bridge, and native modules. The application code runs on the JS virtual machine along with any third-party libraries used. Calls from native modules are routed through the React Native bridge to native APIs and third-party libraries, and results are passed back through the bridge as needed. It allows using JavaScript to develop applications while using native user interface components and platform capabilities [4].
Next, more details about each of the components, their connection and interaction are shown in the diagram (Fig. 1).

The implementation of React Native applications is based on the use of a built-in JavaScript virtual machine (JS VM), which executes the application's JavaScript code. The JS VM is responsible for executing application logic, rendering components, and managing application state.

React Native uses JavaScript-Core for iOS and JavaScript-Core or V8 for Android.

The bridge is one of the key components of the React Native architecture. It provides interaction between the JavaScript code of the application and the native components of the platform. The bridge is responsible for forwarding calls and events between JavaScript and native code.

In turn, native modules are parts of functionality implemented in the programming languages of a specific platform (Objective-C for iOS, Java or Kotlin for Android). React Native provides a way to call these native modules from JavaScript code, allowing you to use platform features such as camera, geolocation, Bluetooth, and more.

It is important to note that at the time of writing, the architecture is undergoing changes as the new modified architecture is gradually being implemented in new versions of the framework. However, it has not yet acquired the status of the main and stable architecture. Consequently, the vast majority of applications that have been created and are being created continue to work with the support of the original architecture.

Thus, to access the Bluetooth Low Energy functionality, appropriate native modules are used that allow making calls to system functions responsible for establishing a wireless connection and data transfer on each of the mobile operating systems.

Thanks to a large and active community of developers, several library integrations of native modules have been created to date, allowing you to use the Bluetooth Low Energy software interface of each of the Android and iOS mobile operating systems. Another great advantage is that these libraries are open source. Open source libraries are software components or modules that are distributed with open source code and are available for use, modification and further distribution under the terms of a license that allows free use and modification. The implementation of functionality in such libraries is completely transparent and understandable. In the event that the necessary functions are not available, it is always possible to add the necessary parts yourself if they are verified by the developers responsible for this library and its support.

Before moving on to specific examples of such modules for working with Bluetooth Low Energy, it is worth providing general information about the wireless technology itself and its features.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless technology that was developed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) for short-range communication over short distances. Unlike previous versions of Bluetooth, BLE was specifically designed as a low-power technology that can be used independently. Although it uses the Bluetooth brand and uses many elements of its parent technology, Bluetooth Low Energy should be seen as a distinct technology with different specifics and goals.

The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) architecture is based on the concept of a client-server model using the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT).

Among the main components of the technology, the following can be distinguished (Fig. 2).
Physical Layer (PHY): The BLE physical layer defines the characteristics of the radio frequency communication, such as frequency, modulation, and signal strength.

Link Layer (LL): The communication layer is responsible for connection management, data transfer and error control.

Host Controller Interface (HCI): An interface that provides communication between the Bluetooth controller and higher levels of the protocol stack.

Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP): A protocol that provides multiplexing and management of data flows between different applications [5].

Interaction between smartphones and other devices takes place according to the GATT protocol. GATT (Generic ATTrIBUTE Profile) is an abbreviation that stands for General Attribute Profile, and defines the way of data exchange between two Bluetooth Low Energy devices using concepts called services and characteristics (Fig. 3). It uses a common data transfer protocol called the Attribute Protocol (ATT), which is used to store services, characteristics and related data in a simple table using 16-bit identifiers for each entry in the table [5].

GATT is used after a persistent connection has been established between two devices, which means you've already gone through the GAP-driven advertisement process.

It is important to note that in the GAT protocol, connections are exclusive. This implies that a BLE peripheral can only be connected to a single central device (e.g., mobile phone) at a time. Once a peripheral is connected to a central device, it ceases to broadcast its presence and other devices are unable to detect it or establish a connection until the existing connection is terminated.

Establishing a connection is the only way to allow bidirectional communication, where a central device can send meaningful data to a peripheral device and vice versa.

The following procedure is usually used for interaction between a smartphone and a smart device via BLE.

Advertising: The smart device sends advertising packets to notify the smartphone of its presence.

Connection Establishment: The smartphone sends a connection request to the smart device.

Interaction through GATT: After a successful connection, the smartphone and the smart device communicate using GATT. A smartphone can read or write the characteristics (attributes) of a smart device, for example, receive data from sensors or control various functions.
Among the available libraries compatible with React Native there are 2 variants: react-native-ble-manager and react-native-ble-plx. Both libraries focus on providing access to Bluetooth Low Energy interoperability system functions through the integration of appropriate native modules. Each of these libraries has been maintained and improved for the last 8 years, but over the last year, the frequency of use of react-native-ble-manager has increased significantly compared to the competing module (Fig. 4). It is important to choose such a library, which is used by a larger number of people, accordingly, support and identification of potential problems in the work will also be more active. But in this case, it is worth noting that both solutions are proven years of use by many developers, regardless of the current popularity of this or that library.

The react-native-ble-plx library supports everything you might expect: scanning, connecting, communication, running in the background, filtering devices by name and ID, checking package integrity for multi-device connections, discovering services and features. This solution provides a wide range of functions for a finer work with Bluetooth Low Energy. It is also worth noting the good documentation of all available functions and examples of their use.

The main elements of the react-native-ble-plx software interface include the following functions:

1. Track the current state of the Bluetooth connection using bleManager.state() and onStateChange().
2. Scan surrounding devices using bleManager.startDeviceScan() and bleManager.stopDeviceScan().
3. Establishing communication with surrounding devices using bleManager.connectToDevice() and device.cancelConnection().
4. Obtaining information from the device about available services and characteristics of its profile using bleManager.discoverAllServicesAndCharacteristicsForDevice() and bleManager.servicesForDevice().
5. Read and write data by modifying characteristics with device.readCharacteristicForService() and device.writeCharacteristicWithResponseForService().
6. Receiving notification of characteristic change using device.monitorCharacteristicForService().

In turn, the react-native-ble-manager library also provides all the necessary functionality for working with Bluetooth Low Energy devices. It is not targeted at more complex usage scenarios such as multi-device connections, guaranteed transactions, or data packet processing. But the functionality of this library is well suited to most typical application needs. There is also built-in support for working with beacons on both iOS and Android.

The main elements of the react-native-ble-manager software interface include the following functions:

1. Scan surrounding devices using BleManager.scan(), BleManager.stopScan(), and BleManager.compassionScan().
2. Establishing communication with surrounding devices using BleManager.connect() and BleManager.disconnect().
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3. Track the current Bluetooth connection status with `BleManager.enableBluetooth()` and `BleManager.checkState()`.
4. Read and write data by modifying characteristics with `BleManager.read()`, `BleManager.write()`, and `BleManager.writeWithoutResponse()`.
5. Receive notifications about changes in characteristics using `BleManager.startNotification()` and `BleManager.stopNotification()`.

Given the above basic functionality of both libraries, it can be assumed that their software interfaces are very similar, therefore, in the case of the need to replace one with another during development, the migration should be quite trivial. In summary, both tools are up-to-date, actively supported by the community, and provide all the necessary functionality to work with Bluetooth Low Energy in the React Native ecosystem. The choice of one or another library may be due to ease of use or the need for certain exclusive functionality.

**Conclusions**

Achieving communication between mobile applications built with React Native and smart devices with Bluetooth Low Energy support is possible using two different open source libraries: react-native-ble-plx and react-native-ble-manager. Together with the React Native framework, these libraries provide opportunities to optimize software development due to simultaneous compatibility with both iOS and Android mobile operating systems. This toolkit is worthy of attention and further research to implement more efficient approaches in mobile software development.
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